
Everything you always wanted to know about your data, but were afraid 
to ask

Do you know the hidden treasures concealed in your company's huge amount of data? You will be 

amazed by the new insights you get from analyzing your data. Get an overview of complex correlations -

regardless of the type of data: log or performance data, data from financial transactions, energy 

generation, machine sensors, news reports, logistics etc. 

Open Source 
individually

Open Distro for Elasticsearch 

and the DICOS Installation Ready 

Pack are the foundation for data 

analysis and search. Start 

analyzing and displaying the first 

data sources without the usual 

configuration and integration 

effort. With additional Ready 

Packs, DICOS log|essential 2.0 

adapts to your  individual 

requirements.

DICOS
log|essential 2.0
Central management for all your logs and 

performance data and more: Evaluate your 

metrics, application data and all your 

business relevant data.

Consolidated Data

DICOS log|essential 2.0 is 

specialized in merging, 

standardizing and storing your 

IT logs and metrics as well as 

any of your business relevant 

data for central evaluation and 

display. The data is stored 

securely (optionally using 

blockchain technology for audit 

proof storage) and is protected 

by a comfortable role-based 

user and  access control.

Open Interfaces

Data can be processed from a 

wide variety of sources across 

your entire IT infrastructure, 

cloud environments and 

beyond, such as SYSLOG, 

Windows EventLog, Apache, 

MySQL as well as transaction or 

sensor data and even Webpages 

or documents on fileservers. 

Open interfaces allow the rapid 

integration of any data from any 

sources and any formats.



DICOS LOG|ESSENTIAL 2.0

Did we attract your attention?

Would you like more information about DICOS log|essential 2.0? Ask for your individual websession and 

we will demonstrate its capabilities and the benefits for your organization!

► Sorting out requirements and sizing

► Installation of the basic systems

► Process pipeline for standard formats

► Implementation of some use-cases 

► User´s workshop

► Hotline-support

► Flexible dashboards

► GDPR compliant

► User friendly

► Open interfaces

► Supports compliance requirements

► Cost transparent

► Enhancable with Ready-Packs e.g. blockchain, 

reporting and four-eyes-principle

DICOS log|essential 2.0 is based on Open Distro for Elasticsearch. With the
several DICOS Ready Packs it is the perfect addition to our product portfolio. It is
a complete and standalone solution which can be deployed instantly and can be
adjusted to your individual requirements.

Dr. Winfried Geyer, Managing Director, DICOS GmbH

Gain comprehensive and quick insight into 

your collected data by evaluating them with 

DICOS log|essential 2.0. Easily design flexible 

dashboards for further evaluation, drill down 

for in-depth analysis and report your results 

on a regular basis. 


